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Overall: 

 
Realized return: -0.91% 

Number of trades taken: 8 

The maximum realized gain: 1.73% 

The maximum realized loss: -0.99%  

 

August 2019 in two charts: 
 

DXY: 

This month was interesting, on the first of August we witnessed the DXY form a third rejection 

of the outer structure phase line and bounce back lower, showing that we were still inside of the 

current wedge. This lead to a strong move lower for the first few days and then a move back to 

the highs 

 

 

EUR/USD: 

Similarly, the EUR/USD retested a outer structure, bounced back up before then breaking it, 

however, it was possible to adjust the structure indicating a potential long move moving into 

September – august was a month that gave us a clear structure and indication of a potential move 

 



Trades Taken: 
 

EUR/GBP: An entry after an impulse correction for -0.99% 

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily had just rejected a third rejection of the outer structure, it was at the Top of Structure 

On the hourly we saw a clear impulse lower confirming the rejection of the outer structure 

We were able to witness a pennant type of continuation – this trade is valid, but not HP 

 

Exit 

 

This trade was automatically closed once it reached my stop. 



EUR/GBP: An entry after an impulse correction for -0.62% 

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily had just rejected a third rejection of the outer structure, it was at the Top of Structure 

On the hourly we saw a clear impulse lower confirming the rejection of the outer structure 

We were able to witness a clear correction (nicely defined) – which made it a HP trade 

 

Exit 

 

Manual close of this position once the trade slowly crept back inside the structure. 



EUR/USD: An entry after an impulse correction for 1.73% 

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily had just rejected a third rejection of the outer structure, it was at the BoS 

We could see another rejection of a descending channel on the four hour chart 

On the hourly we had a clear impulse higher followed by an expanding correction 

 

Exit 

 

Trailed my stop below the lows, was willing to give it some room to breathe, but in the end it 

dropped, so leaving more room would’ve been pointless 



NZD/CAD: An entry after an impulse correction for -0.99% - NOT VALID 

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily had just rejected a third rejection of the outer structure, it was at the BoS 

On the daily we could see the previous candle was a low test, which made a long interesting 

On the hourly we could see a correction – But there wasn’t a clear impulse before hand 

 

Exit 

 

I was automatically taken out from this position by my stop for a full loss. 

This trade was not valid due to the lack of a clear impulse – I was scared I would miss the move 



EUR/USD: An entry after an impulse correction for 0.99%  

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily formed some clear deceleration which I saw as a potential lower high’ 

On the 4hour we could see an impulse lower breakout of a larger correction 

On the hourly we could see the beginning of a descending trend, with the first and second moves 

 

Exit 

 

I left room for my trade to breathe, however giving it 3% was potentially too much, I should’ve 

trailed my stop inside the structure once it broke knowing it didn’t have the HTF backing 



EUR/CAD: An entry after an impulse correction for -.0.06% - NOT VALID 

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily rejected a third rejection and then impulse up then formed a clear correction 

On the 4hour we could see the beginning of a descending wedge 

On the hourly we saw an impulse correction 

 

Exit 

 

I manually closed the trade after realizing it wasn’t a valid trade as per my trading plan 

This trade is not valid since the impulse was still rather weak and within the wedge 



GBP/USD: An entry after an impulse correction on the 15min for .0.03%  

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily was extremely close to rejecting a descending trendline 

The 4hour showed an ascending channel and a strong impulse lower 

On the hourly/15min we were able to witness an impulse lower and then a small correction 

 

Exit 

 

I moved to BE when there was no impulse & an aggressive trade requires aggressive management 



EUR/AUD: An entry after an impulse correction for -0.97%  

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily recently rejected a third touch of the ascending phase line 

On the 4hour this was a clear impulse correction, and the recent spike only a lower high 

On the hourly the pattern was very clear – didn’t take it at the close of the previous candle 

 

Exit 

 

Got stopped out by the spread automatically. I shouldn’t have tried to clip the stop size. 



In Conclusion 
 

Looking back over the month, I have mixed feelings, I knew form the get-go that my trading 

would take a hit having spent a lot of time with my family (and a wedding), friends (living with 

them) and traveling to five different countries, which is something I expected to negatively 

impact me. 

This resulted to a less than stellar month for me including a lot of missed opportunities – that 

being said, I did need to recharge and that is something I was able to do without taking a hit to 

my trading account and enabled me to be ready for the month of September. 

 

 

Looking forward to September: 
 

The structure in the market does look extremely interesting, I believe that we could see some 

large moves and a clear trend starting in September leading to the Christmas period, so this is a 

time I want to truly focus on myself and trading. 

The key lessons learnt this month were three-fold: 

1- Be willing to take positions that require a large stop – that is the same observation as I 

made in July, but I need to keep working towards it (ignoring greed) 

2- The importance of deciding from the get-go how I will manage a trade – for example the 

EUR/USD short trade – it led to a lot of hesitation, I need to plan the management 1st 

3- As much as I love trading the higher timeframes, I still need to wait for the hourly to give 

me an entry and not force my hand on the market. 


